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ADDITIONAL STORIES
Explora Science Center & Children’s Museum
Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore
Ohio History Connection
ECHO / Leahy Center

The following are reports and reflections on the work of

4 additional libraries and museums utilizing Community
Catalyst grant funding across the United States between
October 2017 and November 2018.

As they embarked upon a new process infused with an ABCD
lens, staff were surprised by the interest and support for this work
they discovered. Particularly striking have been the individuals and
groups from the business sector and STEM industry professionals
who are engaged and interested in supporting early childhood
science learning and who see its connection to lifelong science
thinking and doing. Staff have also been delighted at the degree
to which, as they report, such individuals “have been very willing to
share what they are doing/learning around our area of cultivating
STEM Charging Stations for Young Children and their Families.”

“STEM Charging Stations”
Explora Science Center
& Children’s Museum
ALBEQUERQUE, NM

E

xplora, a premier science center and children’s museum in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, is working with community partners across the state to
promote and support STEM education for young children by creating
“STEM Charging Stations” in libraries and early childhood centers
throughout the state. Partners include New Mexico State Library, Central New
Mexico Community College (CNM), UNM Early Childhood Services Center–Toy
Lending & Resource Libraries (Carino), the New Mexico Public Broadcasting
Station (NM PBS), and the Bernalillo County Early Childhood Accountability
Partnership (ECAP).

In its first year, the largest collaborative activity implemented
by Explora’s Community Catalyst project was the planning and
delivery of an Early Childhood STEM summit in November of
2018. The Summit consisted of a day of learning and professional
development for over 100 early childhood professionals from
across the state. Planning partners are now investigating ways to
engage more deeply with participants, supporting them to apply
what they have learned and share their new learning and ideas
with their communities. For example, one member has developed
and shared a Networking Bingo activity as a way to map the
connections being made at one of the summit’s events.

The project team has met its goals of building interest in, awareness
of, capacity for, and access to STEM early learning across New
Mexico. They report, “People are excited; people feel like they can
create early STEM learning experiences.” As a project participant
explained, an initial goal of the project was achieved: “Knowing
that we have many passionate early childhood educators in New
Mexico and we all have one common goal: To make a positive
impact in the lives of young children.” This impact has been most
PROJECT ACTIVITIES & IMPACT
clearly seen among the participants of the Early Childhood STEAM
summit who returned home engaged, energized, and more
As originally envisioned, the project would utilize IMLS Community Catalyst
connected to their knowledge of science and how to incorporate
funding to build upon work and relationships developed over five years in
science learning into their practices.
support of early childhood STEM learning while also increasing the project’s
scale. It would accomplish this by:
In addition to accomplishing their original goal, the Explora
• Hosting an Early Childhood STEM Summit to build understanding and team’s most significant outcome has been the relationships and
partnerships formed and strengthened, as well as the many
support for the role of STEM in early childhood education;
• Working with the Central New Mexico Community College to develop a unplanned benefits these relationships have produced. For
course for early childhood providers to offer professional development on staff, being afforded time through the project to develop these
relationships has been invaluable. In particular, they have learned
STEM and early childhood for librarians;
• Organizing Parent/caregiver workshops for families focused on fun and more about local assets and how to leverage institutional strengths
easy ways to engage children around STEM and providing activity kits that together with other stakeholders.
families can check out of their local libraries; and
• Developing a public awareness campaign, including a public service Explora’s project has catalyzed relationships between institutions
involved in STEM and childhood education statewide. These
announcement on the New Mexico Public Television Station.
relationships have been a crucial part of helping partners
In many cases, project partners were already working together. The project understand the assets of each institution as well as the assets of local
provided opportunities to expand or modify these existing partnerships. communities. Partners have also increased their understanding of
For example, through contributing time, resources, space, and professional local, community-based assets from the perspective of program
expertise, partners developed a “Growing a Scientist” style program in participants. As a result, Explora staff have learned more about
community centers and libraries across the state. Consequently, Explora was how to engage communities and look forward to continuing to
able to deliver such programs outside its museum space in Albuquerque. The build upon local assets so that, as a state, New Mexico, can invest
programs were facilitated in broader and more diverse locations, and included in their future.
more audiences.
New and enhanced relationships among
organizational
Explora staff shifted their approach to community engagement following partners on the various planning teams has created in-roads to
participation in the Asset-Based Community Development convening in understanding participant experience with some of the various
Chicago for IMLS Community Catalyst grantee cohort members. As a staff program components, and understanding individual professional
member reported, “At this event, we realized that the participant’s voice experiences and interest in the work and the project. These
needed to be amplified and more holistically engaged to create a program relationships have also led to new funding opportunities through
leveraging relationships built through the project.
series and project that was genuinely impactful and relevant.”
Through their first year of statewide collaboration with multiple partners and
communities, Explora staff has sparked excitement around STEM learning,
strengthened significant relationships, and learned the value of “turning
outward” -- that is, rather than expecting the community to come to them, of
being flexible, responsive to, and engaged in the community themselves.
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As result of the STEM Learning project Explora staff had the time to
get to know community partners better and on a more personal level.
When the Summit planning group met to reflect on the event, they
exchanged laughter and recipes in addition to “work-related” ideas.
Additionally, the Explora project team benefitted by developing and
building better internal relationships.
Some project goals have changed as a result of the team’s learning
process. Staff have gained insight into ways to best connect with and
learn from both participants and partners. This included intentional
listening conversations with partners and in adjustments to how
Explora created opportunities for participants to provide feedback and
share their voices. While such goals have not been fully realized yet,
staff have more deeply engaged families who participate in programs.
To this end, staff see the need to strengthen the following:
• having more time to develop relationships and support those that
are building their skills to be able to move this work forward
• engaging more people in the partner network and institution with
community-based evaluative practices
• deepening Explora’s commitment to community members
moving up the power ladder, especially among families with
young children, with the goal that these families can engage in
decision-making processes

Finally, the Explora team and museum have made more connections with
communities and individuals throughout New Mexico and gained insight
into how partners can better collaborate. They have also formed a stronger
commitment to meaningful community voice and engagement with
museums, to museums being “with” rather than “for” their communities,
and to culturally relevant and locally useful evaluation that is transparent
and engages all in all stages.

LEARNINGS & IMPACT
ON PROJECT TEAM & ORGANIZATION

LEARNINGS FOR THE FIELD

“Turning outward” to the community is a value that is important to Explora
as an institution. Understanding what it means to truly turn outward is
something that staff feel could impact the field. They have deepened their
thinking that libraries and museums exist to serve their communities, and
without an understanding of community based in community voice and
influence, that service will be limited and less relevant and meaningful.

The work has called upon Explora staff to build both existing and new
skills. Skills in facilitating conversations and consensus building came
into practice most often in this process. In terms of new skills, staff
have developed tremendous technical skills around ABCD, especially
as it applies to developmental and culturally-responsive evaluation.
Listening conversations, asset and journey maps have been welcome
additions to Explora’s toolkit!

For Explora staff, this process has reiterated the importance of taking time
to develop relationships--of “going out” to where people are and getting
to know them in their environments and communities. The Explora team
has learned that engaging with community is first about listening, and
then about building a relationship. They understand that museums, in
order to be truly of service to communities, need to be reflective and
inclusive of them.

Explora has also learned that relationship building takes time and, at
times, is the result of “ripple effects.” Determining what ripples resulted
in a relationship being built has been complicated but has also been a
key to making their work successful and impactful. Having partners take
the initiative to find funding and/or invite staff to participate into their
work has been key ripple effects of this project.

The Explora team now sees libraries and museums as community hubs
that can bring people together both inside and beyond their physical
locations. When libraries and museums can agree to hand over or share
decision-making power, even in a limited or “trial” way, community
members see the library or museum in a new or better way and the
library or museum becomes relevant in new a way. Additionally, while
the historical components of museums are essential elements important
to honor, but they also must be places/resources for the communities in
which they are embedded.

The team’s key learnings can be summarized as follows:
• Learning to think of this project as a co-creation effort, and align
where the work is being done with existing co-creation continuums.
• Working from an ABCD perspective and moving participants
up the power ladder within an institution is both exciting and
challenging. In particular, it can be challenging to find a balance
between organizational strategic goals and community agency.
• Through a developmental evaluation approach, the evaluation
itself can become a process that includes community members
in meaningful ways, such as participating in planning, decisionmaking, data gathering, sharing out what partners learn from their
work, and making sense of what the group learns.
• STEM is an area of interest that people want to learn more about
and be more involved in. However, much of the language used
can be alienating and inhibit conversation and connection.
Practitioners and community members use science and
understand the scientific process, but don’t use words like “STEM”
or “interactive” or “intergenerational.” This communication barrier
can lead to misunderstanding.

What advice would Explora staff offers to others embarking
on a similar journey to catalyze community?

“Turn outward to your community. Take the time to
develop relationships. Take the time to listen. Build on
what is already happening. Be flexible and willing to
adapt.”

The team and institution’s approach to evaluation has also changed
over the past year, becoming more holistic and developmental. The
original evaluation plan’s approaches ranged from surveys to focus
group-style discussions designed to learn how participants’ attitudes
about STEM learning had changed. While Explora staff still seeks to
learn these things, their evaluation approach now also aims to build
relationships and learn how participants define STEM, science learning
and engagement for themselves and their families. Explora staff hopes
to maintain this evaluation approach as a way to more deeply engage
participants in setting and guiding decisions and direction.
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In an effort to accommodate patrons, librarians were becoming
de-facto social workers. But this ad-hoc approach worried
administrators like Herb Malveaux, the Pratt’s Assistant Chief of
Neighborhood Library Services: “If library staff referred a customer
to a shelter or a soup kitchen, did they have the information they
needed to make it there?” After conducting national research,
staff learned of other successful programs to hire social workers at
urban libraries. Pratt Library then decided to explore hiring a social
Enoch Pratt Free Library
worker. Toward this goal, staff built a partnership with the Social
BALTIMORE, MD
Work Community Outreach Services (SWCOS) of the University
of Maryland School of Social Work to determine a framework for
hosting social workers. SWCOS recruited, trained, and supplied
funded social work interns for the program while also advising staff
n any given day, visitors to 8 different branches of the Enoch Pratt on when it would be best to hire a social worker as full-time staff.
Free Library in Baltimore can find social work graduate students
and a licensed social worker thanks to an innovative partnership The program would convert the library’s existing patchwork of
between the library and the University of Maryland.
partnerships and programs to a consistent array of support, both
				
in the form of traditional and informal community resources and
These graduate level social workers build relationships, assist and connect relationships. Pratt, in turn, would gather empirical and anecdotal
with patrons and community members. They help patrons in ways traditionally data through intake charting, asset mapping and evaluations that
associated with social work--offering help in the form of information, assisting track progress and outcomes of those served.
with phone calls or filling out applications to receive government and nonprofit services. The interns are also engaged in more non-traditional ways of PROJECT ACTIVITIES, IMPACT, & NEXT STEPS
supporting patrons as well as the surrounding neighborhoods through assetbased community building practices such as mapping neighborhood assets, The project was designed to connect library patrons to social,
developing relationships and building on existing community assets including economic and health programs that would improve their food
patrons’ own skills and interests.
security, housing, and access to substance abuse programs and

“Social Worker in the Library”

O

supports, with social worker support offered at 8 Pratt locations
throughout the two-year grant period. The goal is twofold: to
prepare library staff to stabilize individuals who face an emerging
crisis, as well as to strengthen supportive relationships and build
on the gifts of patrons in a community context, to ensure that
1. Promote public libraries as strong community anchors that enhance civic multiple forms of support are in place should a crisis might occur.
engagement, and economic vitality,
2. Demonstrate how urban public libraries can better serve the changing The biggest hurdles Enoch Pratt program team faced were
coordinating certain logistics such as placement within the branch
needs of their customers, and,
3. Provide access to Baltimoreans in communities throughout the city, libraries, signage, or the volume of referrals. They found the best
solution to this challenge was to be available to the social work
thereby helping strengthen neighborhoods.
interns, who could contact library staff at any time and holding
Nationwide, the Social Worker in the Library concept is still in the early stages. regular weekly meetings about the project.
Pratt hopes to be able to share with other libraries and museums how they
have applied this unique model together with principles from asset-based After their initial orientations, each group of social work interns spent
community development to develop a sustainable model of integrating social the first several weeks of the program discovering the community
assets in the neighborhood and conducted asset mapping projects
workers into library staff and respective neighborhoods.
throughout the library system which involved the participation
of several community groups, library staff, customers and local
EARLY BEGINNINGS
residents. Often these community assets were not known to the
The initial idea to host social workers at the library began when staff recognized population the library was serving or the staff. Library staff utilized
that dozens of patrons were asking questions on a daily basis that librarians this new knowledge of assets to form new partnerships, connect
were not equipped to answer. Traditionally, information resources at libraries community members with each other and with local activities, and
include readers advisory, homework support and in-depth reference. With the spark collaborations on new programs with nearby organizations.
Pratt’s access to computers and the internet, the number of questions from
patrons expanded to a vast number of social issues and and questions about Once connections and relationships were built with these assets,
resources and collaboration opportunities often began to flow
referrals.
naturally. Several mental health organizations, for example, called
A 2012 Pew Research Center study described what Pratt Library was to offer services, training, and support for the Social Worker in the
experiencing: “Due partly to their role as society’s default provider of computer Library program. Another example was professional social workers
and Internet access, today’s urban libraries help residents—including those who asked if they could supplement the work being done by the
with limited incomes and educations—find jobs, obtain health information, interns or help with the program. One an insurance company
and connect to government services and benefits. In so doing, the institutions offered to subsidize hygiene kits for currently homeless patrons.
are fulfilling what is sometimes called their ‘shadow mandate,’ supporting and The company representative felt that creating this partnership
would benefit the health of all Baltimoreans.
complementing the work of other public agencies.”
The program began in 2017, through a partnership between Enoch Pratt Free
Library and the University of Maryland School of Social Work to implement
the “Social Worker in the Library Project” and funding from the the Institute of
Museum and Library Services and the PNC Foundation. The project seeks to:
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Over the course of the program’s first year, one major change was the
expansion of the library’s original understanding, knowledge of, and
connection to local assets.
Interns and staff have learned that by creating a welcoming space there
is opportunity for relationships to grow. The community groups are an
example of facilitating a space where patrons can meet each other,
share stories and identify what they are about. One group decided to
organize the group once the initial time-frame had passed. In many of
the groups the gifts of local residents are discovered. In another group
a member decided to organize a knitting group and received support
and encouragement from other members. The social workers are also
working to create new programs. For example, at the Hamilton branch,
an Intern started a group for teenagers. “The idea is the student will
identify existing programs that need help. If we have 50 kids in there
after school, let’s develop a homework club,” said Lane Victorson,
Director of SWCOS. There has been request for this program in the
branches and communities where interns are not currently present.

communities, including those not perceived as having a demand for such
services. Malveaux reports, “We sometimes hear that a particular branch,
for instance, would have no use for a social worker, ... yet in practice
this branch receives a constant stream of referrals and different types
of inquiries.” Inquiries might include caring for aging parents, aging in
place, or other forms of caring for one’s children’s and families. He adds,
“Anyone can find themselves in a circumstance that is overwhelming and
for which they can talk to a social worker.”

The library and interns at each branch aim to be responsive to patrons’
goals, interests and needs and are experiencing promising results. At
one branch, the interns starting an after-school homework support
based on community interest that interest. On its first day, 75 students
showed up instead of the 25 they expected! The library was able to then
draw upon a nearby asset--the after-school program--to complement
the library’s own limited capacity to host the program.

Their work is also having a positive effect on the librarians, who routinely
confide how glad they are to be able to refer someone to either an intern
or a social worker, especially regular customers who have struggled for
years to find help. Malveaux shares, “With support and connection at their
branch, librarians can find a new level of peace that did not exist before
the program.”

Through this program, Enoch Pratt has found that local residents see the
library as a safe, non-stigmatizing place to ask for support. The program
and its activities have become a focal point in the communities where
it has been implemented. At four branches, customers meet in group
sessions, participate in a variety of programs, receive information about
and referrals for assistance on local, state, and federal levels including
assistance with employment, housing, transportation, and finances.

The staff and the organization have intensified their listening, networking,
facilitating, and negotiating skills. Library staff has developed capabilities
for allowing customers to find or broker solutions from other customers
or available partners or community resources rather than just or simply
finding solutions or resolution for them.

During its first phase, the Pratt Social Worker in the Library program has
accomplished the following:
• Trained librarians on how to handle customers with social service
needs.
• Placed six graduate students from the University of Maryland’s
School of Social Work in 7 branches and provided programs that
align with the interests presented by library patrons.
• Added a full-time social worker who divides their time between
three additional Pratt Library branches.
• Identified, mobilized and built relationships with and between
community assets including resident talents, skills, and leadership,
local resident-led groups and clubs and local organizations

LEARNINGS & IMPACT ON PROJECT ORGANIZATIONS
& INDIVIDUALS
In summary, learning from this project that would most benefit libraries
and museums would be:
• Engaging community is based on relationships and not done solely
electronically. The real work of engagement requires people to meet
in person, discuss, listen, plan, and execute.
• Library programs that involve community require a unique
combination of flexibility and great organization at the same time.
• Libraries can be a center of social as well as information services.
• Libraries should increase their knowledge of community resources,
so there are better able to be effective at community organizing.
• An essential role of libraries would be to discover, bridge and
connect resources outside of the library.
• There is an almost infinite capacity for partnership between the
library and the community. The limitation, if any, is not financial but
conceptual. There are no substantial barriers.

On a national and local level, the program has received wide
acceptance, including a feature in a Good Morning America segment
on “The Nicest Places in America.” Enoch Pratt has also found their
program to be somewhat unique and of interest to other libraries due
to its placing of social work interns at several branch locations, rather
than the more common approach to employ just one social worker
within an entire library system and stationed at a single branch.
The library goal is to place at least one social work intern at every
branch. The team would also like to provide comprehensive staff
training or workshops on recurring issues such as housing and food
security, workforce development, and wellness. As a guiding principle
of service delivery, the Pratt would like to remain a strengths-based
program that remains responsive to the wants and interests of library
patrons and communities.

The Enoch Pratt team offers the following advice to others
embarking on a similar journey to catalyze community:

“We simply need to LISTEN to our Library customers.
Let them guide and/or determine our goals, agenda,
and programming. We always should respond in a
way that is inclusive of the entire community... not as
experts fixing things but as partners in change.”

LEARNINGS & IMPACT ON PROJECT ORGANIZATIONS
& INDIVIDUALS
Through this program, the team has learned that each neighborhood
is dramatically different and requires flexibility and responsiveness to
recognize their unique contexts and build on their existing assets. This
program has also proven to be relevant for all types of libraries and
5

opinions and another’s inability to “play nice” with other members
and to show up to meetings.
According to Ibrahima the formation of the committee began with
listening: “After individual meetings with the other organizations
that do wonderful work in the general community, we started to
talk to them about giving us what they would like the project to
look like with a general idea of being New American-focused
and empowerment-driven.” In exchange, the organizations
would receive a stipend at the end of the program and agreed to
Ohio History Connection
contribute their time, expertise, and their networks in connecting
COLUMBUS, OH
us to presenters, showing up to workshops, and most importantly,
recruiting the fellows. As Ibrahima notes, “As a community advocate,
I was determined to ensure that the topics we chose and the style
he Emerging New American Community Team (ENACT) project was of workshops we set up were community-driven, which means
inspired by conversations among Ohio History Connection staff and they were designed by the planning committee.... the planning
their partners in the Central Ohio New American community. These committee organizations were our community voices.”
conversations focused on how the History Connection could sustain
the existing partnerships they had built while utilizing their expertise to create The newly formed group was guided to identify local assets as
something new to move the community forward --something that would make “potential” contributions to growing the 2nd generation refugees
empowerment real, and connect existing resources to communities that didn’t and immigrants, a growing number of businesses by 1st generation
Americans, and the capacity for these families to integrate into U.S.
know they existed.
society, but still keep hold of their cultures and identities. They
				
Thousands of refugees and immigrants come to the U.S. each year. Central began by looking at how the identified assets could be expanded
Ohio houses approximately a quarter of Ohio’s foreign-born population and by connecting them to existing free resources.
more than 130,000 foreign-born residents live, work and study in the region.
The largest group of refugees in Central Ohio originates from Sub-Saharan Over a year, workshops were held between fellows and local
Africa including the second largest population of Somalis in the United States. institutions on the topics of libraries, health, safety, recreation and
The region is also home to the largest Bhutanese Community in the U.S. While parks, and housing. In addition, Fellows received professional
nearly of 50% of the Ohio immigrant population are naturalized citizens and development training in the areas of implicit bias, discussion
thus able to vote, participation in advocacy efforts and civic engagement lags facilitation and trauma-informed teaching. Moving forward, the
behind the surrounding general population. The “Emerging New American team will cover the topic of civic engagement and support fellows
to design and implement advocacy projects (January - June 2019)
Community Team” was thus born as a response to this reality.
that will positively impact their communities and the general
Over two years, the initiative would begin connecting aspiring Central Ohio population.
New American leaders with established community resources and fundamental
civic education in order to build a base of knowledge that empowers them to The ENACT project shows promise of growing even larger than
become advocates for the Central Ohio New American community. In doing originally planned, with many organizations and cities asking to be
so, they would increase a sense of belonging among the immigrant and part of it and committing to the next cycle. The City of Columbus is
refugee population in the larger Central Ohio community. Their journey offers replicating the project in a smaller scope because of its uniqueness.
insights into how a nonprofit provider of historical resources can engage with
The initial success of ENACT is partly due to adjustments made
and connect communities to enhance the wellbeing of new residents.
to increase its relevance and impact. The workshops have been
made more interactive, with opportunities for fellows to ask critical
PROJECT ACTIVITIES & IMPACT
questions to presenters and to learn more about each others’
The ENACT project began when Ohio History Connection staff, Ben Anthony stories, talents and passions. The team also added opportunities
and Ibrahima Sow, made a list of organizations/individuals that could serve on for fellows to provide feedback on the workshops and the
the planning committee to help design the project. The criteria for selection fellowship process to the coordinating team, which had not been
was informed by pre-existing relationships with New American community included in the original design. Finally, the fellows’ readiness and
organizations, involvement in the community, and capacity to recruit fellows capacity to contribute more to the community inspired the team
to participate in the program. The team defined “community” as different to begin conversations about advocacy projects halfway through
geographic and ethnic areas that constituted the region, which they then broke the two-year project period. These adjustments were the result
down into specific unique traits. For example,, they knew business owners in the coordinating team stepping back and allowing community
the Northeast side that were Refugees from Bhutan who also happened to live representatives on the steering committee to make key decisions
under 3 miles from the Museum that had celebrated Diwali Festival of Lights for the project. The team also reallocated unused grant dollars and
last year. Identifying potential partners and participants was about relationships some unutilized OHC money into the fellows’ advocacy projects.
and potential contribution.
ENACT has also faced various challenges. The team has worked
The final ENACT committee list consisted of the Columbus Metropolitan through logistical challenges including fellows leaving the project
Libraries, YMCA of Central Ohio, Ethiopian Tewahedo Social Services, or not being willing to meet the participation requirements as
Bhutanese Community of Central Ohio, Somali Association of Ohio and agreed upon at the outset of the program. Another issue is that
Iraqi Community of Columbus. After discussions with each group, two were small community organizations are under constant challenge
removed because of one group’s issues with allowing women to voice their to raise money, be relevant to those they serve, solicit sufficient

“Emerging New Americans
Community Team”

T
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volunteers, and manage fluid inter-community politics. Such challenges
and the constant ebb and flow of community politics has caused
some difficulties for the people and organizations with which ENACT
partners. Fortunately, the collective structure of the project’s planning
committee has proven resilient to those challenges.
Through the process, planning committee members and fellows
participating in the program all strengthened relationships with
each other, both within and across groups. The engagement of the
fellows among each other has strengthened considerably, as they get
more comfortable with each other and overcome their differences
across 9 countries and 5 languages. Additionally, Ibrahima notes that
“the organizations were able to identify professional development
opportunities for fellows to attend and be involved with, as well as attend
workshops with fellows so they are more familiar for some.” Since some
fellows and committee members were already known to each other,
the group benefited from existing trust. As Ibrahima further notes, “this
was by design so we had an extra layer of accountability and familiarity
among everyone involved.” Affirming his sentiments, planning
committee member Sudarshan Pyakurel reported, “amazingly there
were really cool resources within the reach of the community, however,
they were obscure before, and getting to know the key stakeholders
was very helpful.”

“Thus far it has been amazing,” says Pyakurel, “there is still a long way
to go.” He explained that the greatest “learning moment has been the
realization that there are things that need to be done. It’s great to learn
that to address issues in the community one needs perseverance and
persistence”

LEARNINGS FOR THE FIELD

IMPACT ON PROJECT TEAM
& ORGANIZATION

ENACT has revealed new ways in which libraries and museums can partner
with community. As Ibrahima observes “that libraries and museums, as
public spaces, are extremely important in this work and that communities
still see it as an inaccessible thing. It starts at admitting you don’t know
everything then asking community organizations/partners how you can
be of service to them.”

For Ibrahima, the most surprising capacities discovered along the way
have been “that every fellow has a talent that they hide either because
society doesn’t find it interesting or they have a career that has a
interesting story behind it.” He adds, “This is what makes them human
and I am working to ensure that each of their advocacy projects has a
reflection of themselves [in] it.”

As a staff member of a museum, Ibrahima adds that this thinking about
his work in “that makes it impossible to both ignore these communities
and not see ourselves as a service providing organization - especially
since we serve as a public space for human growth and development
and a community space.” Complimenting this sentiment, Sudarshan
Pyakurel reports that “I had no idea that library and museums were such a
resourceful place. My thought about these places was that one has books
and other has artifacts; this project did help [me] gain new perspective.”

ENACT’s process has strengthened existing capacities within core
project staff and steering committee members and has called upon
the team to develop new ones. “I am a lot more capable of managing
people and things that are moving faster than I am,” acknowledges
Ibrahima. “I’ve also learned a lot about surveys and feedback coding.
This is my passion.” Mr. Pyakurel adds, “Having learned new things in
life means a lot. It has the power to change you, although you may not
notice.”

Collectively, comments from the team illustrate how they see this
project as potentially reshaping the museum and library field. They see
possibilities for pre-training or information that could be given to libraries,
beyond the grant, to better inform the way museums engage with
communities and provide tools for grassroots partnership development.
This sentiment underpins the importance for libraries and museums
(LAMs) to embrace intercultural understanding, advocacy, and tolerance
within their surrounding community.

What skills has this work spurred the team to develop and strengthen?
They are now able to have a stronger and more expeditious response
to community issues. The institution can better support New American
communities through ambassadors and through building a network
that can convey issues and resources across the target population. As a
planning committee member, Pyakurel has increased capacity to work
with a diverse population, his understanding local issues, and his ability
to come together with others to solve issues. He explained, “with this
project, I learn[ed] more about my ability to connect with my community
as well as other communities, and be able to identify leaders within and
outside the community.”

What insight and advice can the ENACT team offer
to other aspiring LAM catalysts?

As a museum staff member, Ibrahima found his existing local
relationships and ability to navigate community politics and his
extremely helpful network in the communities that connect him to
people and places in order to secure presenters. It is his highest
priority to sustain what he calls “the culture of collaboration and the
commitment of everyone involved to develop leaders.” Furthermore,
“Fellows are developing outside of their comfort zones.” He therefore
sees the possibility of strengthening advocacy projects to ensure they
are well funded and human expertise is resourced.

• Engagement starts with a conversation and no agenda.
• Community Engagement never stops and communities
are built on grassroots partnerships.
• Understand who your community is and the capacity
of your organization. The middle is for your project.

The team has learned new things about the community context.
Ibrahima notes, “I am learning that the community is constantly
changing and we have to be able to keep up with the change both
as a project and as an organization. We also have to make decisions
and stand by our values that may make it difficult for some community
members but overall is the right thing to do.”
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for preserving and improving Vermont’s water quality. Participants
co-created a Clean Water System Map, an intricate graphic that
highlights interrelationships, key assets and four strength-based
levers for systems change. Drawing from this map and relationships
cultivated through the Summits, ECHO launched the Vermont
Clean Water Network in 2016. In 2017, they were awarded the IMLS
Community Catalyst funding to expand this work.

“The Alchemy of Collective Impact
& Appreciative Inquiry”
ECHO, Leahy Center for Lake Champlain
BURLINGTON, VT

S

"

ince our inception, ECHO has been engaging our community about
water quality issues. Through summits and a network, we are learning
valuable lessons in how to facilitate community engagement that causes
cultural change,” said Barry Lampke, Lake Stewardship Manager at ECHO.
		
ECHO, Leahy Center for Lake Champlain (also known as ECHO) is a 36,000
square foot lake aquarium and science center located on the shores of Burlington
Vermont’s Lake Champlain. ECHO’s mission is to inspire and engage families in
the joy of scientific discovery, wonder of nature, and care of Lake Champlain.

As a result, the Network has broadened ECHO’s reach into new
communities and with new and existing potential partners. More
than 140 participants from all sectors have shared their clean water
needs, perspectives, priorities, and solutions.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES & IMPACT

At the time that ECHO applied for the IMLS grant in 2017, they
realized that the Network and Summit’s reach and impact was
not enough to cause the cultural change required to significantly
improve water quality in Vermont. Much of Vermont’s population
was not yet represented or heard through the project. As the
Network’s backbone organization, ECHO was still learning how
to best combine the power of Appreciative Inquiry and Collective
Launched in 2017 with funding from the Institute of Museum and Library Services, Impact to cultivate community buy-in as the team worked to
ECHO’s “Alchemy of Collective Impact and Appreciative Inquiry” project sought empower individuals to speak and coalitions to form. While the
to develop an adaptable, multi-sector networking model to lead an emerging current Systems Map was a good base, ECHO recognized that
network of participants through a process that: (1) Broadens ECHO’s reach into additional asset mapping was required as participation expanded.
new communities with existing and potential partners by engaging underserved
and nontraditional populations, the business community, communities of They also needed the insights of a third-party evaluator—that is,
faith and in-state, regional watershed organizations in creating a culture of faculty from the Asset-Based Community Developments (ABCD)
clean water and, (2) Builds on an existing network’s current system map while Institute—to better understand how to build capacity, and monitor
combining community asset mapping, Collective Impact, and Appreciative progress toward achieving their goals. With support from the
IMLS grant, the team significantly expanded and strengthened the
Inquiry approaches to create an active and multi-sector network.
Vermont Clean Water Network.

EARLY BEGINNINGS

ECHO initially defined its target community as all Vermonters, but
intentionally began by engaging 35 stakeholders to participate in
a system mapping process. The team then expanded to include
more than 140 organizations to create a system map representing
challenges and opportunities to collaborate. ECHO engaged
stakeholders from multiple perspectives–economic development,
agriculture, education, and natural resources--all of whom
contributed perspectives on the current system to protect and
Following the 2015 Vermont Clean Water Act, state agencies gained significant restore Vermont’s waters and opportunities to collaborate.
regulatory and enforcement authority and funds to support water quality
improvement projects for the next 20 years. From ECHO’s perspective, these Barry Lampke, Lake Stewardship Manager at ECHO, explained some
regulations and funding were not enough as research has shown that the impact of the changes: “When I began this project, I had the perspective of
of climate change will outstrip these regulations and resources. Even if water a typical project manager—do strategic planning, identify a critical
quality should be improved in some locations, the actions of myriad individuals path to accomplish your goals, and then work backwards. Using an
and businesses statewide would overwhelm the investments as the vast majority Appreciative Inquiry approach, I have learned that people invest in
what they create and I must trust the wisdom of the crowd.”
of Vermonters were not focused on the value of clean water.
According to the 2018 State of the Lake report, Vermont faced alarming water
quality issues that threaten public health potentially causing irreparable harm
to the state’s economy. Lake Champlain and its tributaries, the crown jewel of
Vermont’s seven natural resources and recreation economy, suffered from acute
seasonal algae blooms caused by nutrient-rich runoff, resulting in sickened
animals, closed beaches and declining property values.

In keeping with the changes outlined by Lampke, multiple
adjustments were made to the project over the course of the first year.
The network’s rigid system of check-ins and report outs changed
to be more flexible, accommodating the values of participants as
well as the changing political landscape. Some participants felt the
network needed to establish projects, so they focused more on
projects and less on process. The team realized they were spending
more time on developing new projects rather than learning about
and supporting the work already underway within the network.
Building on the Summits and Appreciative Inquiry approach as tools to create ECHO then changed the meetings to allow members to share more
a culture of clean water, ECHO worked with a systems mapping consultant to about what was going on and to align initiatives rather than create
engage more than 100 stakeholder organizations in developing a system map new work.
In 2013, ECHO convened the first biennial Leahy Center Environmental Summit,
engaging 150 people from multi-sector community teams statewide. ECHO
crafted a strengths-based approach utilizing Appreciative Inquiry for creating
community solutions. From this unique approach and through the gathering and
later Summits in 2015 and 2017, the team learned about the power of the honest
broker to bring regulated entities and regulators together, integrate the work of
groups separated by geography, focus or cause, and engage funders in support
of local, high-impact projects.
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ECHO’s biggest hurdles involved building capacity to collaborate
and sustaining momentum. Despite these challenges, they have
catalyzed their community by gathering together in ways that usually
do not occur within professional settings. By connecting in groups
identified as potential cross-sector collaborators, ECHO has compelled
professionals and residents to move out of their silos and look at issues
from a systems perspective.
The ECHO team understood that professional participants had a good
knowledge of the issues and assets, but many new participants who
cared about water issues lacked this professional expertise. At the same
time, ECHO understood that the initiative could not be solely made
up of water quality professionals; it needed to engage all Vermonters
in understanding, caring and acting to protect and restore Vermont’s
waters. Residents needed to be part of the conversations from the
beginning, and not just provide perspectives through hearings. This
approach and the new relationships created through the initiative
brought both rich opportunities and challenges. New and diverse voices
led professionals to re-evaluate how they engage Vermonters about the
urgency and value of restoring and protecting Vermont’s waters.

LEARNINGS FOR THE FIELD
Overall, the team’s biggest realization has been that ECHO must
incorporate four elements into their network at all times: (1) Providing
opportunities for collaboration around timely and emerging issues,
(2) Amplifying, supporting, and learning about each other’s work, (3)
Learning about the issues and ways to collaborate better together and, (4)
Celebrating and sharing successes.

One year into the project, accomplishments include: (1) Creating an
adaptable library and museum-appropriate model that leverages the
strengths-based Appreciative Inquiry approach to support a Collective
Impact framework, (2) Broadening the reach of the Network to include
significant representation from business, faith and economically and
culturally diverse communities, (3) Achieving measurable outputs
based on a Systems Map, (4) Assessing the value of the combining
Collective Impact and Appreciative Inquiry models to maximize the
Network’s ability to achieve changes in the state’s approach to clean
water initiatives and, (5) Reporting the successes and challenges of the
adapted Collective Impact and Appreciative Inquiry model to library and
museum professionals.

Additionally, the team is learning that system change is hard! As Barry
Lampke notes, “The system is like a three-dimensional chess board, and
it can be challenging and overwhelming to consider it, and its entirety.”
Change is often realized on an incremental basis, and that for system
change to occur, the team must work within the confines of their political
system. It is more apparent than ever that libraries and museums can be
trusted and neutral institutions and the team at ECHO feels that they have
the opportunity to be conveners and catalysts.
ECHO staff have come to collectively view libraries and museums as
uniquely positioned to be catalysts for community change. They also
know it can take years to create the conditions and culture in which
individuals, especially professionals from traditional planning disciplines,
feel comfortable sharing resources. Furthermore, they see how public and
private funders must be part of conversations on a project’s Collective
Impact from the outset; that is, so organizations can partner instead of
compete for limited funds.

Participants have indicated strengths in three areas as a result of this
work: (1) Relationship-building, trust, and partnerships, (2) Information
exchange and learning and, (3) Discussing and debating essential
issues in multi-sector settings. ECHO has found that organizations
are willing to share assets, and resources if it focuses on areas that are
aligned with their organization’s work.

Additional learnings from ECHO’s first year are as follows:
• To serve as anchors, libraries and museums need to understand
better how we utilize our honest-broker, trusted status in convening
community around often challenging topics.
• Testing of this role is especially crucial as libraries and museums
broaden our reach to include non-traditional communities.
• Serving as an anchor also demands new skills as libraries and
museums aim to be useful as a ‘backbone’ organization to emerging
community networks, or as a trusted institution as communities map
their assets and define community-wide actions.
• Libraries and museums should adapt and strengthen the Collective
Impact model by utilizing the strengths-based convening power of
Appreciative Inquiry.
• “Build on what you have done: ECHO built on five years of public
engagement, including major summits and an emerging network.”
• Focus on a locally compelling issue; for ECHO it was water quality
driven by both a lawsuit (resulting in new regulations) and broad
community support built on an environmental ethic.

Going forward the ECHO team wants to sustain trust-building and longterm partnerships. They recognize that messaging about why people
should understand, care, and act can be made stronger in order for the
initiative to grow and expand. They see that private funders must be part
of future conversations so they understand the value and potential of the
network, how organizations can collaborate on grant applications and
build shared capacity rather than compete for limited dollars.

IMPACT ON PROJECT TEAM & ORGANIZATION
The process of developing the network has impacted how the ECHO
team operates and understanding of their community context. They
are now more intentional about being a network of networks by inviting
other network representatives to be part of the team’s Common Circle
(the steering committee). The team has also retired its original action
teams and is in a process of exploring the network’s future focus and
how ECHO will organize to accomplish network goals.
Staff have learned that mastery of spefic subject material or issues
is a small part of creating meaningful, lasting solutions. In particular,
they have found it necessary to strengthen their capacity to listen and
find common goals among diverse participants. Because the network
is open to all, it can include difficult and challenging perspectives.
Consequently, truly engaging their community means leaving their
comfort zone to engage with people with differing views, while helping
others do the same. Staff have also learned that ECHO’s community
context is continuously evolving and calls for new people to be
engaged as political and social landscapes change. ECHO recognizes
that their network is a live organism.

To other museums embarking on a similar community
catalyst journey, the ECHO team offers the following advice:

“People invest in what they create themselves.
Museums must encourage distributed leadership
and shared power if they want community solutions
that are sustainable.”
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